
CANDY LIGHT BECOMES SMART 

A quick guide to discover the advantages and functionalities of Candy Light 
with Bluetooth technology 

 

 

Our Bluetooth Candy Light is the new RGB battery module suitable for all SLIDE products 
with I3 and E3 bases, created for those who do not want to give up outdoor or indoor light, 
but want to get rid of power cables 

 

To find out the technical features and all the products compatible with Bluetooth Candy Light 

 

 

Bluetooth Candy Light is easy to be installed as the previous one, but it is full of novelties, 
thanks to the bluetooth technology: now it isto have control of up to 250 modules directly 
on your smartphone or tablet. 

Find out the advantages and its functionality! 

 

CLICK HERE  
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The advantages of Bluetooth Candy Light 

 

Bluetooth Candy Light is easy to manage, thanks to the total control through your 
smartphone or tablet, but it has also many other advantages. 

 

Find them out: 

- it is easy to recharge, as a mobile phone (the battery charger is included in the package) 

-  it recharges in a little time, thanks to the new and more powerful battery 

- it is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use (IP44) 

- it can create networks to manage up to 250 Bluetooth Candy Lights simultaneously 

- it is interchangeable with the main standard cables of SLIDE products 

- the colours are brighter and the white colour is more pure and brilliant 

- it can create the perfect setting thanks to predefined or personalized emotional settings 

- the remote control is no longer needed, just a smartphone or tablet to control it 
remotely.  



How to install Bluetooth Candy Light 

To install the module in the products, you only have to remove the module from the box 
and screw it to the base of the product. Then, you need to download the SLIDE app 

 

To download the app by SLIDE 

The app by SLIDE works with all the latest Android and IOS smartphones 
and tablets and it is available on Play Store and the App Store. The app is 
free and allows you to control up to 250 modules simultaneously!  

Text “Slide design” on your App Store or Play Store to downloas the app, 
ore use the links below: 

 

To download the app from Play Store 

 To donwload the app from App Store 

 

The app functionalities 

Thanks to the app you can: 

- Switch on and off the Bluetooth Candy Light module 

- Choose the lighting colours and manage the light intensity 

- Create Bluetooth Candy Light groups, to manage few modules simultaneously 

- Schedule and timing when you want to switch on your Bluetooth Candy Light 
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How to use your Bluetooth Candy Light 

Would you like to see Bluetooth Candy Light at work? 

Watch the video below and follow the red dot! 

 

 

 

In this video you can watch our new Bluetooth Candy Light at work 

- Recognition of Bluetooth Candy Light from your smartphone 
Open the app and put the smartphone closer to the module, when it flashes it means 
that it is connected. Also on your smartphone you will see the connected module. 

- Turn on the Bluetooth Candy Light  
If you click on the icon on the left it appears on your display where you can choose 
the color and manage the intensity of the light, using the scroll bar at the bottom. 
Creation and use of groups  
The default app creates the "All" group, which simultaneously manages all the 
modules associated with your smartphone. It is possible to manage at the same time 
different groups of Bluetooth Candy Light associated with the same smartphone: for 
each group it is possible to change color and intensity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Open up your imagination and create your perfect atmosphere, managing everything 
comfortably from your app, recharge the module like a cellphone and start to light up and 
colour up all your indoor and outdoor spaces! 

CLICK HERE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HdwVoVyz-Po

